Precession and obliquity forcing of the freshwater budget over the Mediterranean
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A B S T R A C T

There is strong proxy and model evidence of precession- and obliquity-induced changes in the freshwater budget over the Mediterranean Sea and its borderlands, yet explanations for these changes vary greatly. We investigate the separate precession and obliquity forcing of the freshwater budget over the Mediterranean using a high-resolution coupled climate model, EC-Earth. At times of enhanced insolation seasonality, i.e. minimum precession and maximum obliquity, the area was wetter and the Mediterranean Sea surface was less saline. The latter has been attributed to increased runoff from the south as a consequence of a strengthened North African monsoon, as well as to increased precipitation over the Mediterranean Sea itself. Our results show that both mechanisms play a role in changing the freshwater budget. Increased monsoon runoff occurs in summer during times of enhanced insolation seasonality, especially minimum precession, while increased precipitation is important in winter for both precession and obliquity. We relate changes in winter precipitation to changes in the air-sea temperature difference and subsequently, convective precipitation. The freshening in the minimum precession and maximum obliquity experiments has a strong effect on Mediterranean sea surface salinity and mixed layer depth, thereby likely influencing deep sea circulation and sedimentation at the ocean bottom.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The response of Mediterranean climate to orbital forcing is a heavily debated topic in paleoclimatology. A large body of data has shown that at times of enhanced insolation seasonality, i.e. minimum precession and maximum obliquity, the Mediterranean area was wetter and the Mediterranean Sea surface freshwater budget (evaporation minus precipitation and runoff) was reduced. As a consequence of reduced surface buoyancy loss, deep water ventilation was weakened and dark, organic-rich layers formed on the sea floor. Rossignol-Strick (1985) proposed a physical link between the occurrence of these so-called sapropels and orbitally forced increases in North African monsoon strength, which consequently strengthens Nile river runoff. Although the sapropels are mainly paced by precession, an obliquity pattern is present as well (e.g. Lourens et al., 1996).

The strengthening of the North African monsoon during times of increased insolation seasonality, such as minimum precession and maximum obliquity, has been confirmed by many studies (Kutzbach et al., 2013; Bosmans et al., 2015; Larrasoana et al., 2013, and references therein). The subsequent increase in runoff towards the Mediterranean holds as the most widely adopted hypothesis for the formation of sapropels, appearing in handbooks on paleoclimatology (Ruddiman, 2007). However, other components of the Mediterranean climate may have played a role as well. Increased precipitation over the basin itself at times of increased summer insolation has been related to increased summer precipitation (Rossignol-Strick, 1987; Rohling and Hilgen, 1991; Rohling, 1994). This idea has however largely been abandoned; recent
palynological, lake isotopic and lake-level studies point to summer aridity (e.g. Tzedakis, 2007, 2009). Hence wetter conditions over the Mediterranean basin must be related to increased winter precipitation, often attributed to increased Mediterranean storm track activity (e.g. Tzedakis, 2007; Brayshaw et al., 2011; Kutzbach et al., 2013). Furthermore, strong similarities between the sapropel record in the Mediterranean and sedimentary sequences in western Spain and Morocco suggests that both respond to orbital forcing in similar ways (van der Laan et al., 2012). Atlantic storm tracks affect both western Spain and Morocco and can induce increased storm activity over the Mediterranean, hence increased storm track activity could explain wetter conditions at times of increased insolation seasonality in both regions. Increased (net) precipitation over the Mediterranean basin and increased river runoff from the northern borderlands of the Mediterranean may be of equal or greater importance than increased Nile river runoff in changing the freshwater budget, as the former two freshwater sources are situated more favourably in terms of location and timing of the deep water ventilation (Meijer and Tuenter, 2007).

To summarise, orbitally forced changes in the Mediterranean freshwater budget, and therefore sapropel formation, have been attributed to various sources (e.g. Tzedakis, 2007, 2009; Rohling et al., 2009; Kutzbach et al., 2013). The model study by Kutzbach et al. (2013) states that not only monsoon runoff but also winter precipitation over the Mediterranean at times of a precession minimum could explain humid periods in palaeoclimatic records, but give no comparison of precipitation and runoff amounts. Meijer and Tuenter (2007) showed the relative roles of (net) precipitation and runoff from both north and south, but based their result on a low resolution intermediate complexity model. Both studies focus on precession forcing, while obliquity leaves an imprint on the sapropel record as well (Lourens et al., 1996). In this study, we use for the first time a high-resolution general circulation model, EC-Earth, to investigate changes in the Mediterranean freshwater budget due to changes in both precession and obliquity. Specifically, we aim to determine the relative roles of precipitation, evaporation and runoff over/into the basin. Also, we examine the causes behind changes in these freshwater budget terms, in order to determine whether changes in the Mediterranean freshwater budget are mainly driven by the North African monsoon, (Atlantic) storm tracks or local changes.

This paper starts with an overview of the model, EC-Earth, and a description of the experimental design (Section 2). We then briefly discuss the freshwater budget in a pre-industrial control experiment in Section 3.1, as an evaluation of EC-Earth's capability of modelling Mediterranean climate. The main results are shown in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, where we examine changes in (net) precipitation and runoff as well as possible causes. We also briefly touch upon the possible effects of the freshwater budget changes on deep water formation in Section 3.5. Section 4 provides a discussion in which we compare our results to both proxy data and model studies. A conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. Model and experiment set-up

2.1. EC-earth

EC-Earth is a fully coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM (general circulation model). Here we use version 2.2, based on the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS), cycle 31R1 of the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF), running at a resolution of roughly $1.125^\circ \times 1.125^\circ$ (T159) with 62 vertical levels. For more details see Hazeleger et al. (2010, 2011). Dynamic vegetation is not included. The ocean component consists of NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean), version 2, running at a horizontal resolution of nominally $1^\circ$ with 42 vertical levels (Madec 2008; Sterl et al., 2011). For the vertical levels a z-coordinate is used with thickness increasing from 10 m at the surface to 100–300 m at depth. The Mediterranean consists of 363 surface gridboxes in the horizontal on a curvilinear C-grid. NEMO incorporates the sea-ice model LIM2. The ocean, sea-ice, land and atmosphere modules are coupled through the OASIS3 coupler (Valcke and Morel, 2006).

The same version of EC-Earth was shown to reproduce Mid-Holocene monsoon precipitation well compared to PMIP2 model studies (Bosmans et al., 2012). Furthermore, in the precession and obliquity experiments that are also used in this study, the North African monsoon was shown to respond strongly to the insolation forcing, being mainly driven by enhanced moisture transport from the Atlantic (Bosmans et al., 2015). This is in line with recent GCM studies (e.g. Herold and Lohmann, 2009) but in contrast to previous intermediate complexity model studies such as that of Tuenter et al. (2003), which showed a distinctly different source of moisture. Hence the state-of-the-art model EC-Earth has already provided new palaeoclimatological insights.

2.2. Experiments

In this study we use four idealized experiments in which the precession and obliquity effects can be studied separately. These experiments were also used in Bosmans et al. (2015). The orbital configuration used in each experiment is summarised in Table 1.

During minimum precession (Pmin), when the precession parameter $e \sin(\pi + \xi)$ is at its minimum value, Northern Hemisphere summer solstice occurs at perihelion (the point closest to the Sun). Seasonality of insolation is enhanced on the Northern Hemisphere and decreased on the Southern Hemisphere. During minimum precession (Pmax), Southern Hemisphere summer occurs at perihelion. Insolation differences at $-45^\circ$ N are on the order of 100 Wm$^{-2}$ for precession and 15 Wm$^{-2}$ for obliquity with opposite anomalies in summer and winter (see Fig. 1 in Tuenter et al. (2003) or Bosmans et al. (2015)). Only orbital parameters, and thus insolation, vary amongst the experiments; all other boundary conditions (e.g. greenhouse gases, ice caps) are kept pre-industrial values, as is the calendar. More details can be found in Bosmans et al. (2015). Furthermore, we briefly discuss a pre-industrial control experiment using boundary conditions as prescribed by the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project (see http://pmip3.lsce.ipsl.fr). This pre-industrial experiment is described in Bosmans et al. (2012).

In this study we compare Pmin with Pmax, and Tmax with Tmin, i.e. we investigate the effect of increased summer and decreased winter insolation. These experiments were initiated from a pre-industrial control experiment. Each experiment is run for 100 years, of which the last 50 years are used to create the climatologies shown in this study. This is long enough for atmospheric and surface variables that are of interest to equilibrate to the forcing (see Bosmans et al. (2015)). The globally averaged tendency term of

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>OBL (°)</th>
<th>$\xi$ (°)</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>$e \sin(\pi + \xi)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pmin</td>
<td>22.08</td>
<td>95.96</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pmax</td>
<td>22.08</td>
<td>271.5</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmax</td>
<td>24.45</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tmin</td>
<td>22.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to investigate changes in the freshwater fluxes over the Mediterranean Sea, we discuss precipitation, evaporation and runoff. In EC-Earth, the land area is divided in drainage basins, four of which drain into the Mediterranean: the northern borderlands of the Mediterranean (Southern Europe and part of the Middle East), the Nile, the northern Sahara and the Chad basin (Fig. 5(c)). The Chad basin is at present an endorheic (closed) basin, draining in continental Lake Chad. EC-Earth, however, does not contain a lake Chad basin is at present an endorheic (closed) basin, draining in continental Lake Chad. EC-Earth, however, does not contain a lake. In this model and therefore runoff from the Chad basin has to be routed to the Mediterranean (the Gulf of Sirte). EC-Earth, however, does not contain a lake, continental Lake Chad. In this study we use pre-industrial boundary conditions and therefore subtract Chad runoff when discussing the freshwater fluxes in Sections 3.1–3.4 and Fig. 4. Accordingly, in these Sections/ Figures, runoff from the south into the Mediterranean Sea is composed of runoff from the Sahara and Nile basins (Fig. 5). In Section 3.5 we briefly discuss the effects of changes in the freshwater fluxes on ocean circulation, which responds to the full freshwater flux including Chad runoff (so the effect of this runoff into the Gulf of Sirte is for instance visible in the salinity changes, Fig. 11(a) and (b)).

3. Results

3.1. Pre-industrial (control run)

Here we briefly describe the Mediterranean freshwater budget (precipitation, evaporation and runoff) for the pre-industrial control experiment, before discussing the orbital-induced changes in the next sections. Fig. 1 shows that EC-Earth reproduces a typical Mediterranean climate over the basin, with evaporation dominating the freshwater budget, as well as dry summers and runoff peaking in late summer/early autumn (when monsoon runoff reaches the Nile delta). Summer drought over the Mediterranean is related to sub-tropical high-pressure conditions, which move southward during winter. The Mediterranean area then becomes affected by the temperate westerlies and associated Atlantic depressions. Such depressions may bring precipitation by continuing their track into the Mediterranean. However, most precipitation is sourced by evaporation from the Mediterranean Sea itself, through local convection and cyclones formed over the basin itself (e.g. Bengtsson et al., 2006; Rohling et al., 2015; Matthews et al., 2000).

Yet, Mediterranean cyclones can be triggered by external sources such as the above mentioned Atlantic depressions that can induce new depressions over the Mediterranean, or inflow of cold and dry northerly air from Eurasia over the warm and wet Mediterranean Sea (e.g. Saaroni et al., 1996; Trigo et al., 1999; Xoplaki et al., 2004; Romem et al., 2007). For details on Mediterranean climatology and circulation see e.g. Lolis et al. (2002); Ulbrich et al. (2012); Kutzbach et al. (2013); Rohling et al. (2015). In the EC-Earth pre-industrial control experiment, winter precipitation and evaporation are slightly overestimated compared to the CMAP and ERA-Interim data sets (Xie and Arkin, 1997; Dee et al., 2011, respectively), while net evaporation (E-P) is slightly underestimated in summer (not shown).

The spatial variation in precipitation and evaporation is captured well in EC-Earth in both the summer and winter half year (Fig. 2). There is little summer precipitation over the Mediterranean Sea. Summer precipitation over the Balkan and southern France/northern Spain is slightly overestimated in EC-Earth compared to ERA-Interim. The location of winter precipitation is also captured well but is also higher in EC-Earth than in ERA-Interim, with most precipitation occurring over the Adriatic Sea, northern Levantine and southern Sea of Sardinia. These are areas where the temperature difference between the relatively warm sea surface and cool air is strong (not shown), leading to convective precipitation. Like winter precipitation, winter evaporation over the basin is also slightly overestimated (Figs. 1 and 2). Temperature patterns over the Mediterranean area are similar. Overall temperatures are lower in EC-Earth than ERA-Interim, see Fig. 3, which are likely due to EC-Earth reflecting pre-industrial conditions, while ERA-Interim reflects the present-day.

The components of the freshwater budget over the Mediterranean Sea in EC-Earth are summarised in Table 2. The annual mean evaporation and precipitation, 3.37 and 1.54 mm/day respectively, are slightly overestimated compared to CMAP and ERA-Interim (Fig. 1), but fit within the range of values given in literature (2.52–4.30 mm/day for evaporation, 0.71–1.92 mm/day for precipitation) based on observations and reanalyses (Criado-Aldeanueva et al., 2012; Adloff et al., 2011, and references therein). Annual mean river runoff is 0.44 mm/day, mostly coming from Southern Europe. This is close to, but slightly higher than, the 0.39 mm/day indicated by Ludwig et al. (2009).

The net loss (E-P-R) of 1.38 mm/day is compensated by inflow from the Atlantic and the Black Sea. The in- and outflow through the Strait of Gibraltar is overestimated (1.59 and 1.56 Sv in EC-Earth respectively, 1 Sv = 106 m3/s, compared to 0.82 and 0.78 in Criado-Aldeanueva et al., 2012). This overestimation in the model is due to the strait being one gridbox wide, ~90 km, compared to its actual size of ~15 km (Sterl et al., 2011; Criado-Aldeanueva et al., 2012). The same problem affects the in- and outflow from the Black Sea, 0.144 and 0.138 Sv in EC-Earth respectively, compared to 0.038 and 0.03 Sv in Kanarska and Maderich (2008). The net inflow from the Atlantic, however, of 0.035 Sv fits well within the range of values in literature; the inflow from the Black Sea (0.006 Sv), is on the low end (Criado-Aldeanueva et al., 2012; Soto-Navarro et al., 2010, and references therein).

In total, the inflow of Atlantic and Black Sea water adds an annual mean of 1.37 mm/day to the Mediterranean Sea, which compensates the net loss through evaporation (E-P-R) of 1.38 mm/day (Table 2).

3.2. Basin-mean precession- and obliquity-induced changes

The annual- and basin-mean changes over the Mediterranean Sea, as summarised in Table 2, indicate a freshening in Pmin and...
Fig. 2. Precipitation and evaporation in the EC-Earth pre-industrial experiment (left, a–e–g) and the ERA-Interim data set (right, b–d–f–h, Dee et al., 2011) for the summer half year (AMJJAS, a–b–e–f) and winter half year (ONDJFM, c–d–g–h).
Tmax compared to Pmax and Tmin. For precession, the freshwater flux (P-E + R) is increased by 0.95 mm/day in Pmin, mostly due to increased runoff from the south (0.66 mm/day, from the Nile and Sahara basins). Increased precipitation adds another 0.22 mm/day while the annual-mean evaporation change is negligible. For obliquity, evaporation does not contribute either to the annual mean freshwater flux changes (Table 2). Precipitation over the basin is increased by 0.16 mm/day in Tmax, making the largest contribution to the 0.25 mm/day total change in freshwater flux, followed by runoff from the south (0.11 mm/day). Note that the change in runoff from the south is largest in terms of percentage.

The increase in precipitation over the basin is mostly due to increased precipitation in autumn and winter for both precession and obliquity (Fig. 4(a) and (b)). During summer precipitation is slightly decreased. For precession, this summer precipitation decrease is compensated by lower evaporation, so net precipitation (P-E) shows only small changes during summer (Fig. 4(c)). In autumn, increased evaporation overcompensates increased precipitation; P-E is reduced. In winter P-E shows the largest increase due to the combined effect of increased precipitation and decreased evaporation. The largest changes occur in February, when the precipitation increase is strongest. For obliquity, P-E is increased in nearly all months as precipitation changes are more positive than evaporation changes (Fig. 4(d)) and the largest changes occur in early winter, with precipitation change peaking in November.

Runoff is increased in all months, predominantly from the south (i.e. monsoonal) in summer and early autumn (Fig. 4(c) and (d)). This increase in runoff is mostly from the Nile river (runoff from the Chad basin is ignored in Fig. 3, see Section 2). There is a small increase in river runoff from Southern Europe in late winter/early spring in Pmin, and in winter for Tmax (Fig. 4(c) and (d)).

Hence there is an overall increase in the freshwater budget (P-E + R), dominated by runoff from the south in Pmin and by winter precipitation over the basin in Tmax. In the next sections we focus on the mechanisms behind these freshwater budget changes. First we briefly look at the summer half-year (AMJJAS), then we focus on the changes in winter half-year (net) precipitation, which dominate the changes in winter freshwater flux (winter half-year: ONDJFM).

### 3.3. Summer

The increased runoff from the south in the Pmin and Tmax experiments is in line with a strengthening of the North African monsoon (Bosmans et al., 2015, and references therein). Increased monsoon precipitation results in increased surface runoff in the monsoon region, especially in the Nile and Chad drainage basins, see Fig. 5 and Table 2. Runoff changes are especially large between Pmin and Pmax, due to strong differences in monsoon strength between Pmin and Pmax (Bosmans et al., 2015). Runoff from the northern Mediterranean borderlands (Southern Europe) shows very little change compared to that from the North African monsoon region (see also Fig. 4).

Summer precipitation over the basin itself is lower in Pmin and Tmax (Fig. 4(a) and (b)). The increased summer insolation leads to
higher air temperatures, resulting in lower relative humidity as well as a smaller air-sea temperature difference (Fig. 9(a) and (c)). The latter gives rise to more stable conditions in the (lower) atmosphere, resulting in less precipitation. Precipitation is reduced even more over southern Europe in Pmin compared to Pmax (Fig. 6(a)), explaining the (small) decrease in summer river runoff from the north. At the same time precipitation over northern Africa and the Middle-East is increased in both the Pmin and Tmax experiments. Overall, net precipitation (P-E) is slightly reduced during summer for Pmin (Fig. 4(c)). For Tmax, evaporation is reduced more than precipitation, resulting in a small increase in summer P-E (Fig. 4(d)). Over the eastern Mediterranean, reduced evaporation (Figs. 6(c), 10(c)) leads to increased P-E for both Pmin and Tmax (not shown).

3.4. Winter

The increase in (net) precipitation over the basin in the Pmin and Tmax experiments occurs mostly in the winter months (Fig. 4). Precipitation increases are largest over the eastern Mediterranean, specifically over the Ionian and Levantine Seas (Figs. 6(b), 10(b)), as well as near the coasts of Spain and Morocco. Winter precipitation increases have previously been attributed to increased storm track activity over the Mediterranean (e.g. Kutzbach et al., 2013). Here we find a reduced equator-to-pole winter temperature gradient (not shown), related to a reduced equator-to-pole insolation gradient (especially for precession), and reduced storm track activity over the North Atlantic in Pmin and Tmax. Over the Mediterranean area the storm track activity is also reduced, as indicated by the standard deviation of the 500 hPa geopotential height (Kaspar et al., 2007) (Fig. 8(a) and (b)). Lower relative vorticity over the Mediterranean in Pmin further indicates reduced storm track activity (not shown). In Tmax there is a slight increase in storm activity west of Spain/Morocco (Fig. 8(b)), where winter precipitation is increased (Fig. 10(b)).

Using variance of sea level pressure (SLP) instead of 500 hPa geopotential height as a measure for storm track activity yields similar results, except that SLP variance is increased over western Spain/Morocco in Pmin (Fig. 8(c)). Probably more shallow storms occur here, explaining the precipitation increase (Fig. 6(b)). In Tmax the increased storm tracks over western Spain/Morocco are less clear from SLP (Fig. 8(d)) during the winter half year, but during November - December (when precipitation changes for obliquity are largest) the increased storm track activity over Spain/Morocco appears in both the Z500 and SLP analyses.

Moreover, there is a clear contrast in precipitation changes over land and sea, which likely would not be the case if precipitation...
changes were mainly due to increased storm track activity. An alternative mechanism explaining the winter precipitation increase is a stronger contrast in sea surface and air temperatures (Fig. 9(b) and (d)). Both SST and surface air temperatures are reduced in winter due to reduced insolation, but surface air temperature decreases more strongly than SST. The latter lags the insolation forcing due to a strong heat capacity, increasing the sea-air temperature contrast and leading to more unstable conditions. Indeed most of the precipitation increase in the winter over the basin is from convective rain, not large scale rain, occurring over areas where the temperature contrast is strengthened most, see Fig. 10. Convective rain also explains the majority of the basin-averaged precipitation changes per month (not shown, see Fig. 4(a) and (b)), with convective precipitation increase peaking in February for precession and in November for obliquity. Only the precipitation increase near the coast of Spain/Morocco is partly large scale, in agreement with increased SLP variance over this area.

For Pmin, net precipitation is increased due to increased precipitation as well as reduced evaporation, while for Tmax increased evaporation counteracts the precipitation increase, especially in autumn/early winter (Fig. 4(a) and (b)).

3.5. Possible effects of changes in the freshwater budget on deep water formation

Here we briefly show changes in surface salinity and mixed layer depth, in order to describe possible effects of the above-mentioned precession- and obliquity-induced changes in the surface freshwater budget on ocean circulation. The general hypothesis is that at times of increased NH summer insolation, increased river runoff
from North Africa into the Mediterranean reduces the surface salinity, resulting in a more stable stratification. With a more stable stratification there is a reduction (or even elimination) of intermediate and deep water formation, and therefore less supply of oxygen to the deep ocean, favouring the development of sapropels (e.g. Rossignol-Strick, 1985; Rohling, 1994; Rohling et al., 2004; Marino et al., 2007; Rohling et al., 2009).

In the pre-industrial experiment, the mixed layer is deepest in winter in the southern Aegean Sea/northern Levantine (reaching ~400 m) and in the Gulf of Lion (reaching over 500 m, not shown), i.e. locations of intermediate and deep water formation, in line with the climatology of D’Ortenzio et al. (2005). The model does not reproduce a deep mixed layer in the Adriatic Sea; likely the model cannot simulate the small-scale (i.e. sub-grid) deep water ventilation that is known to occur in this area.

In the previous sections we found an increased freshwater budget \((P - E + R)\) in the Pmin and Tmax experiments, due to enhanced runoff and winter precipitation over the basin. Further freshening occurs through increased runoff from the Chad basin towards the Mediterranean (Table 2, Section 2). This freshening results in reduced surface salinity, as shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b). These figures show the annual surface salinity changes (the surface layer in NEMO is 10 m thick); the pattern of salinity changes hardly varies per season (not shown). In Pmin, surface salinity is lower over the whole basin, mostly near the entrance points of runoff from the Nile river and the Chad basin (the Nile delta and Gulf of Sirte, Fig. 11(a)). In Tmax, salinity is decreased in the south-eastern part of the basin as well, while the western basin experiences little change (Fig. 11(b)). The strong salinity increase in the Black Sea in Tmax could be related to increased winter evaporation (Fig. 10(d)) and/or diminished Danube river runoff due to reduced precipitation over Middle Europe (Fig. 10(a) and (b)).

The freshening at the surface reduces the formation of intermediate and deep water, as exemplified by a reduction in the mixed layer depth in the Pmin and Tmax experiments (Fig. 11(c) and (d)). These figures show the mixed layer depth changes in February, which is when the mixed layer is deepest and most intermediate and deep water is formed. For precession, the largest changes occur at the area of intermediate water formation in the southern Aegean Sea/northern Levantine and in the Gulf of Lion, a location of deep water formation. In the latter region the decrease in surface salinity is not as large as in the east, but a reduction in the northwesterly winds over this area in winter (not shown) further helps to reduce vertical mixing. In Tmax, the mixed layer depth in the Gulf of Lion is increased compared to Tmin, while a shallower mixed depth occurs in the south-east where surface salinity is decreased.

4. Discussion

In this study we have investigated orbitally forced changes in (net) precipitation and runoff over the Mediterranean. It is the first study of this subject to use a high resolution fully coupled GCM applying separate precession and obliquity forcing. Here we discuss the implications of our results for changes in summer runoff and precipitation, winter precipitation and deep water formation compared to proxy data as well as other model studies.

![Fig. 6. Precipitation and evaporation changes Pmin - Pmax in mm/day per half year (AMJJAS is April–September, ONDJFM is October–March). Positive values indicate increased precipitation or increased evaporation, blue colours indicate an increase in freshwater flux towards the surface. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
4.1. Summer (monsoon) runoff and precipitation

The strengthening of the North African monsoon in the Pmin and Tmax experiments, forcing enhanced runoff from the south into the Mediterranean during summer and autumn, is in line with previous studies (Rohling et al., 2009; Kutzbach et al., 2013; Bosmans et al., 2015, and references therein). Nile river runoff may also be influenced by the Indian monsoon (e.g. Hennekam et al., 2014; Weldeab et al., 2014), which is strengthened at times of increased summer insolation as well (e.g. Bosmans et al., 2012), but a discussion of the relative roles of the African and Indian monsoon is beyond the scope of this study. Besides increased Nile river runoff, fresh water also enters the Mediterranean further west, along the coast of present-day Libya. Although the main source of this runoff in our experiments, the Chad basin, is not realistic for geologically-recent periods, there is ample evidence that monsoon runoff did enter the Mediterranean in this area at times of high summer insolation. Satellite images show now-buried fossil river systems in the Sahara, which may have reached from the mountains in the Sahara, such as the Tibesti mountains, to the Mediterranean coast (Pailou et al., 2009, 2012). Lakes existed in the now-arid Sahara, such as in the Libyan Fezzan region (e.g. Gaven et al., 1981). Such rivers and lakes provided humid corridors towards the Mediterranean during astronomically forced “Green Sahara Periods”, such as the early Holocene and especially the Eemian, when the North African monsoon crossed the Saharan watershed at ~21° N (e.g. Pachur and Braun, 1980; Hoelzmann et al., 1998; Rohling et al., 2002; Osborne et al., 2008; Drake et al., 2011; Larrasoaña et al., 2013; Rohling et al., 2015). Further evidence of monsoon runoff reaching the Mediterranean along the wider North African margin stems from isotope analysis. Osborne et al. (2008, 2010) show a strong neodymium (Nd) isotope signal especially in the Ionian Sea, suggesting runoff from North Africa at times of enhanced summer insolation from a source west of the Nile river. Such a source would also explain exceptionally low oxygen isotope values, likely originating from heavy monsoon precipitation, between Crete and Libya (e.g. Rohling et al., 2002, 2004; Emes et al., 2003, 2009). Coulthard et al. (2013) showed that humid corridors along the wider North African margin were very likely during the last interglacial (Eemian), using paleohydrological and hydraulic modelling. In EC-Earth the monsoon does not reach sufficiently northward to provide runoff north of 21° N (see Fig. 5, Bosmans et al., 2015), not even during minimum precession. This is likely related to the lack of dynamic vegetation; increased monsoon precipitation would lead to a wetter and greener Sahara, and therefore an additional strengthening and northward extension of the monsoon through a lowered albedo (e.g. Brovkin et al., 1998; Ganopolski et al., 1998; Claussen et al., 1999; Levis et al., 2004; Herold and Lohmann, 2009; Timm et al., 2010) and/or increased evaporation and transpiration from the larger lakes and wetlands Krinner et al. (2012) or from vegetated areas Rachmayani et al. (2015). Despite the idealized set-up of our experiment, using present-day vegetation as a boundary condition, our results provide an explanation for an enhanced freshwater flux into the

![Fig. 7. Precipitation and evaporation changes Tmax – Tmin in mm/day per half year (AMJJAS is April–September, ONDJFM is October–March). Positive values indicate increased precipitation or increased evaporation, blue colours indicate an increase in freshwater flux towards the surface. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image-url)
Mediterranean Sea that could be valid for many precession minima, given the close coincidence between sapropels and “Green Sahara Periods”, i.e. precession minima, throughout the last 8Myr (Larrasoña et al., 2013).

Over the Mediterranean Sea itself precipitation is slightly decreased during summer, as opposed to the inferences of Rossignol-Strick (1987); Rohling and Hilgen (1991); Rohling (1994). More recently, increased precipitation at times of high insolation seasonality has been attributed to winter precipitation instead of summer precipitation (Tzedakis, 2007, 2009; Kutzbach et al., 2013; Rohling et al., 2015, and references therein), which is corroborated by our study. In the Middle East, summer and winter precipitation is increased in our minimum precession and maximum obliquity experiments, which could explain why isotopic evidence from Israeli speleothems suggest increased precipitation at times of summer aridity over the Mediterranean (Bar-Matthews et al., 2000; Tzedakis, 2007). However, there is some debate whether the Israeli cave records reflect precipitation changes or changes in precipitation source (e.g. Bar-Matthews et al., 2003; Kolodny et al., 2005; Roberts et al., 2008; Almogi-Labin et al., 2009; Grant et al., 2012).

4.2. Winter precipitation

We find that changes in winter precipitation over the Mediterranean basin can be of the same order of magnitude as changes in (monsoon) runoff, playing an important role in the freshwater budget changes, especially for obliquity. The simultaneous occurrence of increased summer monsoon runoff and winter precipitation was also pointed out in the model studies of Meijer and Tuenter (2007) and Kutzbach et al. (2013). Meijer and Tuenter (2007) indicate the importance of enhanced winter river runoff from the north during minimum precession, but in our experiments runoff from the north shows very little change. Furthermore, isotope analysis shows no additional runoff from the north and instead suggest a monsoon freshwater source in the Aegean and Ionian Seas (Osborne et al., 2010). Rohling et al. (2015) state that
excess winter precipitation over the borderlands was predominately sourced from the Mediterranean Sea itself. Kutzbach et al. (2013) find increased winter precipitation over both the Mediterranean Sea as well as its borderlands during minimum precession, linked to increased Mediterranean storm track activity. In contrast to Kutzbach et al. (2013) we identify winter precipitation increases over certain locations over the Sea itself, not over the whole Mediterranean area, as well as weaker storm track activity over both the Mediterranean and the North–Atlantic in both Pmin and Tmax, presumably due to weaker meridional temperature gradients. There is as of yet no consensus on orbitally forced changes in the storm tracks: Kaspar et al. (2007) find increased North–Atlantic storm tracks and weakened Mediterranean storm tracks during the Eemian (a time of minimum precession), Hall and Valdes (1997) show a slightly stronger North–Atlantic storm track during the Mid-Holocene, whereas Brayshaw et al. (2011) state that a southward shift and therefore reduced North–Atlantic and an increased Mediterranean storm tracks occur during the Early Holocene. In precession experiments similar to ours, Kutzbach et al. (2013) find increased Mediterranean storm tracks. These different findings may be related to differences in model parametrisations and resolution. Kutzbach et al. (2013) base their findings on a low resolution model (~3.75°), and note that in higher-resolution Eemian and Mid-Holocene experiments with the same model the changes in Mediterranean precipitation and surface pressure are similar, but not completely identical to changes in the extreme precession experiments. Our state-of-the-art high-resolution model indicates that changes in storm track activity do not explain the changes in Mediterranean winter precipitation; instead we attribute increased winter precipitation to an increased temperature difference between the sea surface and overlaying air, causing more unstable conditions and more locally generated convective precipitation. Moreover, the patterns of difference in winter precipitation are very similar to the patterns in observed and modelled winter precipitation (Figs. 2, 6 and 7), which is mostly related to evaporation from the basin itself (see Section 3.1). The role of external triggers of cyclones in the Mediterranean, or the reason for the reduced storm track activity, are subjects for further study. For instance the use of a higher atmospheric resolution than our ~100 km to capture orography and small-scale processes even better, could shed more light on the specific role of convective precipitation and the complex interaction of Mediterranean cyclogenesis and air flowing in from the Atlantic and Eurasia.

In literature, the assumption that increased winter precipitation is caused by increased storm track activity at times of enhanced insolation seasonality has also risen from the similarity between sapropel sequences in the Mediterranean and sedimentary sequences in western Spain and Morocco (Sierro et al., 2000; van der Laan et al., 2012). Both regions were wetter at times of enhanced insolation seasonality; increased storm track activity would provide more moisture to both regions. Here we show that the two regions might indeed receive more moisture simultaneously but for different reasons; at least part of the winter precipitation change increase over western Spain and Morocco may be related to storm tracks, while precipitation change over the Mediterranean basin is driven by locally driven convective precipitation. Furthermore, monsoon precipitation may reach Morocco in summer (Bosmans et al., 2015).
4.3. Mediterranean Sea deepwater formation

Both the increased winter precipitation and summer (monsoon) runoff result in a freshening of the Mediterranean in all months in both the Pmin and Tmax experiments. The oceanic response to the increased freshwater flux is a reduction in salinity and mixed layer depth, indicating stronger stratification and less intermediate and deep water formation. Such changes are in line with the formation of sapropels at times of enhanced insolation seasonality (e.g. Rossignol-Strick, 1985; Rohling et al., 2015). The modelled (surface) salinity changes, consisting especially of reduced salinity where freshwater from North Africa enters the Mediterranean, also indicate a strong change in the east-west salinity gradient (Emeis et al., 2003). We cannot determine whether summer runoff or winter precipitation over the basin is the dominant forcing of changes in stratification and deep water formation. Winter precipitation may be more important for deep water formation, as the latter occurs in the winter months and winter precipitation changes are strong over the northern Levantine and the Adriatic/Ionean sea, regions of intermediate- and deepwater formation. Further investigation with a regional ocean model could shed more light on the dominant mechanism of changes in salinity and stratification. This was previously endeavoured by Meijer and Tuenter (2007). However, the freshwater forcing in their study was derived from an intermediate complexity model (EC-Bilt), which showed a different response to the same orbital forcings as EC-Earth (Bosmans et al., 2015), and their ocean model did not simulate the full circulation. Moreover, the salinity and mixed layer depth changes we found in this study could have an effect on the exchange of water at the Strait of Gibraltar, with for instance less saline water entering the Atlantic at times of enhanced insolation seasonality.

Additionally, the oceanic response in EC-Earth includes a response to changes in Chad runoff, which could be excluded in a future sensitivity study in order to investigate the oceanic response to precession and obliquity under more realistic (geologically recent) boundary conditions. Further back in time, during the late Miocene, Chad runoff may have entered the Mediterranean (Gladstone et al., 2007; Griffin, 2011). Our study shows that Chad runoff could play a large role in the Mediterranean freshwater budget and therefore the ocean circulation. However the Mediterranean topography was quite different during the Miocene, so the role of Chad runoff at that time needs to be investigated using Miocene boundary conditions. We note that major river runoff did occur through Libya at times of enhanced summer insolation such as the early Holocene and especially the Eemian (see Section 4.1), but this runoff likely originated from monsoon precipitation crossing the Saharan watershed at 21° N during peak summer, not from lake Chad.

5. Conclusions

Based on our EC-Earth experiments of the separate precession and obliquity signals, we conclude that orbitally forced changes in the Mediterranean freshwater budget are mainly driven by (monsoonal) river runoff from the south and winter precipitation over the basin itself. River runoff from the south, related to the
Table 2
Annual mean values and changes in the components of the freshwater budget in mm/day averaged over the Mediterranean Sea (only gridpoints over the sea are taken into account). Both precipitation (“gain”) and evaporation (“loss”) are listed as positive values. Runoff from the south is from the Nile and Sahara basins, the runoff (R) and net loss (E-P-R) excludes Chad runoff. The last column shows the % change w.r.t. the pre-industrial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-ind [mm/day]</th>
<th>Pmin [mm/day]</th>
<th>Pmax [mm/day]</th>
<th>Pmin-Pmax [mm/day]</th>
<th>(Pmin-Pmax)/PI %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaporation (E)</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>−0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (P)</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River runoff (R)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>160%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id. from north</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id. from south</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>474%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id. from Chad</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1591%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss (E-P-R)</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>−0.95</td>
<td>−72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss (with Chad)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>−0.25</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>−1.89</td>
<td>−142%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net inflow Gibraltar</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>−0.33</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>−1.77</td>
<td>−150%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net inflow Black Sea</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>−60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-ind [mm/day]</th>
<th>Tmax [mm/day]</th>
<th>Tmin [mm/day]</th>
<th>Tmax-Tmin [mm/day]</th>
<th>(Tmax-Tmin)/PI %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaporation (E)</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (P)</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River runoff (R)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id. from north</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id. from south</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Id. from Chad</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>402%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss (E-P-R)</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>−0.25</td>
<td>−19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss (with Chad)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>−0.49</td>
<td>−37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net inflow Gibraltar</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>−0.45</td>
<td>−38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net inflow Black Sea</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>−20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
strength of the North African monsoon, dominates the freshwater budget changes for precession. Changes in winter precipitation, which we relate to a stronger air-sea temperature difference and locally induced convective precipitation instead of storm track activity, dominate freshwater budget changes for obliquity. The freshening in the minimum precession and maximum obliquity experiments have a strong effect on Mediterranean surface salinity and mixed layer depth, and may therefore lead to stratification and consequently sapropel formation.
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